RURAL HERO EXAMPLE:
Dr Peter Snow
WONCA Member Organisation: Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners
Name: Peter Snow
Year of Birth: 1935
Year of Death: 2006
Place of Work: Tapanui, New Zealand
Brief Biography:
Peter attended Auckland Grammar School and went on to study Medicine at Otago.
Why they have been nominated “rural hero”:
In 1984 Peter was presented with a number of patients with a prolonged exertional flu-like illness,
but presenting no diagnosable condition. While some people thought they were no different from
commonly found “Tired All The Time" cases, Dr Snow was convinced that they were indeed sick and
proceeded to investigate. Many were sheep farmers who previously had a perfect record of health.
Observing a similarity between the symptoms of stock suffering from selenium deficiency and these
patients, he was the first doctor in New Zealand to identify the disease which turned out to be an
outbreak of myalgic encephalomyelitis, now classed as chronic fatigue syndrome.
Due to, often disparaging, publicity surrounding these discoveries and a study into them by Peter
and colleagues the illness came to be known in New Zealand as "Tapanui flu" after the town of the
same name in West Otago. He was an excellent care provider, decision maker and communicator
who also became concerned at the number of farmers injured in farm accidents, particularly those
involving motorcycles, and made recommendations for improving farm safety.
He was a community leader who campaigned against the closure of his local hospital at which he
was on call 24 hrs a day 7 days a week.
Dr Snow’s highly enquiring mind led him to study many topics within the medical field and beyond
and included the unusual rock formation at The Paukerau Landslip . His theory was of an Asteroid
Impact on the Moon in 1766 that resulted in siliceous ejecta that fell to the earth forming many
unusual geological structures such as the “moonstones” that are found in the West Otago district
and beyond. This interest also led him to study prehistory of the South Maori and later serving as
executive member of a Maori health board.
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